Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Treewidth \[[@CR43]\] is a prominent structural parameter, originating from graph theory and is well-studied in the area of parameterized complexity \[[@CR6], [@CR18], [@CR40]\]. For several problems hard for complexity class NP, there are results \[[@CR12]\] showing so-called (fixed-parameter) tractability, which indicates a *fixed-parameter tractable (FPT)* algorithm running in polynomial time assuming that a given parameter (e.g., treewidth) is fixed. Practical implementations exploiting treewidth include generic frameworks \[[@CR3], [@CR5], [@CR36]\], but also dedicated solvers that deal with problems ranging from (counting variants of) Boolean satisfiability ([Sat]{.smallcaps}) \[[@CR25]\], over generalizations thereof \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\] based on *Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs)*, to formalisms relevant to knowledge representation and reasoning \[[@CR22]\]. For [Sat]{.smallcaps}, these solvers are of particular interest as there is a well-known correspondence between treewidth and resolution width \[[@CR2]\]. QBFs extend Boolean logic by explicit universal and existential quantification over variables, which has applications in formal verification, synthesis, and AI problems such as planning \[[@CR28]\]. Some of these parameterized solvers are particularly efficient for certain fragments \[[@CR37]\], and even successfully participated in problem-specific competitions \[[@CR42]\].

Most of these systems are based on *dynamic programming (DP)*, where a tree decomposition (TD) is traversed in a post-order, i.e., from the leaves towards the root, and thereby for each TD node tables are computed. The size of these tables (and thus the computational efforts required) are bounded by a function in the treewidth of the instance. Although dedicated competitions \[[@CR15]\] for treewidth advanced the state-of-the-art for efficiently computing treewidth and TDs  \[[@CR1], [@CR47]\], these DP approaches reach their limits when instances have higher treewidth; a situation which can even occur in structured real-world instances \[[@CR38]\]. Nevertheless in the area of Boolean satisfiability, this approach proved to be successful for counting problems, such as, e.g., (weighted) model counting \[[@CR24], [@CR25], [@CR44]\] and projected model counting \[[@CR23]\].

To further increase the applicability of this paradigm, novel techniques are required which (1) rely on different levels of abstraction of the instance at hand; (2) treat subproblems originating in the abstraction by standard solvers whenever widths appear too high; and (3) use highly sophisticated data management in order to store and process tables obtained by dynamic programming.

**Contributions.** Above aspects are treated as follows.

To tame the beast of high treewidth, we propose *nested dynamic programming*, where only parts of an abstraction of a graph are decomposed. Then, each TD node also needs to solve a *subproblem* residing in the graph, but may involve vertices outside the abstraction. In turn, for solving such subproblems, the idea of nested DP is to subsequently repeat decomposing and solving more fine-grained graph abstractions in a nested fashion. This results not only in elegant DP algorithms, but also allows to deal with high treewidth. While candidates for obtaining abstractions often originate naturally from the problem, nested DP may require non-obvious sub-abstractions, for which we present a generic solution.To further improve the capability of handling high treewidth, we show how to apply nested DP in the context of *hybrid solving*, where established, standard solvers (e.g., [Sat]{.smallcaps} solvers) and caching are incorporated in nested DP such that the best of two worlds are combined. Thereby, structured solving is applied to parts of the problem instance subject to counting or enumeration, while depending on results of subproblems. These subproblems (subject to search) reside in the abstraction only, and are solved via standard solvers.We implemented a system based on a recently published tool called dpdb  \[[@CR24]\] for using database management systems (DBMS) to efficiently perform table manipulation operations needed during DP. Our system uses and significantly extends this tool in order to perform hybrid solving, thereby combining nested DP and standard solvers. As a result, we use DBMS for efficiently implementing the handling of tables needed by nested DP. Preliminary experiments indicate that nested DP with hybrid solving can be fruitful.
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Towards Nested Dynamic Programming {#Sec3}
==================================
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Having relational algebra and this paradigm at hand, we exemplarily show how to solve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Now, the only ingredient that is still missing for solving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 2 {#FPar2}
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Essentials for Nested Dynamic Programming {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------
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The nested primal graph provides abstractions of needed flexibility for nested DP. Indeed, if we set abstraction variables to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By construction any nesting variable is in at least one compatible set. However, (1) a nesting variable could be even in several compatible sets, and (2) a compatible set could be compatible with several nodes of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hybrid Solving Based on Nested DP {#Sec5}
---------------------------------

Now, we have definitions at hand to discuss nested DP in the context of *hybrid solving*, which combines using both standard solvers and parameterized solvers exploiting treewidth. We first illustrate the ideas for the problem $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 1 {#FPar7}
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### Proof {#FPar8}
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Generalizing Nested DP to Other Formalisms {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------

Nested DP as proposed above is by far not restricted to (projected) model counting, or counting problems in general. In fact, one can easily generalize nested DP to other relevant formalisms, briefly sketched for the QBF formalism.
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Compared to other algorithms for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {QSat}$$\end{document}$ using treewidth \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\], hybrid solving based on nested DP is quite compact without the need of nested tables. Instead of rather involved data structures (nested tables), we use here plain tables that can be handled by modern database systems efficiently.

Implementation and Preliminary Results {#Sec7}
======================================

We implemented a hybrid solver nestHDB[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} based on nested DP in Python3 and using table manipulation techniques by means of SQL and the *database management system (DBMS)* Postgres. Our solver builds upon the recently published prototype dpdb  \[[@CR24]\], which applied a DBMS for plain dynamic programming algorithms. However, we used the most-recent version 12 of Postgres and we let it operate on a tmpfs-ramdisk. In our solver, the DBMS serves the purpose of extremely efficient in-memory table manipulations and query optimization required by nested DP, and therefore nestHDB benefits from database technology.

**Nested DP & Choice of Standard Solvers.** We implemented dedicated nested DP algorithms for solving [\#Sat]{.smallcaps} and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {threshold}_{\text {hybrid}}=1000$$\end{document}$ and therefore we do not "fall back" to standard solvers based on the width (cf., Line 7 of Listing 2), but based on the nesting depth.

Also, the evaluation of the nested bag formula is "shifted" to the database if it uses at most 40 abstraction variables, since Postgres efficiently handles these small-sized Boolean formulas. Thereby, further nesting is saved by executing optimized SQL statements within the TD nodes. A value of 40 seems to be a nice balance between the overhead caused by standard solvers for small formulas and exponential growth counteracting the advantages of the DBMS. For hybrid solving, we use [\#Sat]{.smallcaps} solver sharpSAT  \[[@CR48]\] and for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {\#}\exists \textsc {Sat}$$\end{document}$ solver projMC  \[[@CR35]\], solver sharpSAT and [Sat]{.smallcaps} solver picosat  \[[@CR4]\]. Observe that our solver immediately benefits from better standard solvers and further improvements of the solvers above.

**Choosing Non-nesting Variables & Compatible Nodes.** TDs are computed by means of heuristics via decomposition library htd  \[[@CR1]\]. For finding good abstractions (crucial), i.e., abstraction variables for the nested primal graph, we use encodings for solver clingo  \[[@CR27]\], which is based on logic programming (ASP) and therefore perfectly suited for solving reachability via nesting paths. There, among a reasonably sized subset of vertices of smallest degree, we aim for a preferably large (maximal) set *A* of abstraction variables such that at the same time the resulting graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_\varphi ^A$$\end{document}$ is reasonably sparse, which is achieved by minimizing the number of edges of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_\varphi ^A$$\end{document}$. To this end, we use built-in (cost) optimization, where we take the best results obtained by clingo after running at most 35 s. For the concrete encodings used in nestHDB, we refer to the online repository as stated above. We expect that this initial approach can be improved and that extending by problem-specific as well as domain-specific information might help in choosing promising abstraction variables *A*.

As rows of tables during (nested) DP can be independently computed and parallelized \[[@CR25]\], hybrid solver nestHDB potentially calls standard solvers for solving subproblems in parallel using a thread pool. Thereby, the uniquely compatible node for relevant compatible sets *U*, as denoted in this paper by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\,\mathrm{comp}\,}}(U)$$\end{document}$, is decided during runtime among compatible nodes on a first-come-first-serve basis.Fig. 4.Cactus plot of instances for [\#Sat]{.smallcaps}, where instances (x-axis) are ordered for each solver individually by runtime\[seconds\] (y-axis). $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {threshold}_{\text {abstr}}=38$$\end{document}$.

**Benchmarked Solvers & Instances.** We benchmarked nestHDB and 16 other publicly available [\#Sat]{.smallcaps} solvers on 1,494 instances recently considered \[[@CR24]\]. Among those solvers are single-core solvers miniC2D \[[@CR41]\], d4 \[[@CR34]\], c2d \[[@CR13]\], ganak \[[@CR46]\], sharpSAT \[[@CR48]\], sdd \[[@CR14]\], sts \[[@CR21]\], dsharp \[[@CR39]\], cnf2eadt \[[@CR32]\], cachet \[[@CR45]\], sharpCDCL \[[@CR30]\], approxmc3 \[[@CR8]\], and bdd_minisat \[[@CR49]\]. We also included multi-core solvers dpdb  \[[@CR24]\], gpusat2 \[[@CR25]\], as well as countAntom \[[@CR7]\]. While nestHDB itself is a multi-core solver, we additionally included in our comparison nestHDB(sc), which is nestHDB, but restricted to a single core only. The instances \[[@CR24]\] we took are already preprocessed by pmc  \[[@CR33]\] using recommended options -vivification -eliminateLit -litImplied -iterate=10 -equiv -orGate -affine for preserving model counts. However, nestHDB still uses pmc with these options also in Line 1 of Listing 2.

Further, we considered the problem $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {\#}\exists \textsc {Sat}$$\end{document}$, where we compare solvers projMC  \[[@CR35]\], clingo  \[[@CR27]\], ganak  \[[@CR46]\], nestHDB (see footnote 1), and nestHDB(sc) on 610 publicly available instances[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} from projMC (consisting of 15 *planning*, 60 *circuit*, and 100 *random* instances) and Fremont, with 170 *symbolic-markov* applications, and 265 *misc* instances. For preprocessing in Line 1 of Listing 2, nestHDB uses pmc as before, but without options -equiv -orGate -affine to ensure preservation of models (equivalence).Fig. 5.Number of solved $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {\#}\exists \textsc {Sat}$$\end{document}$ insts., grouped by upper bound intervals of treewidth (left), cactus plot (right). time\[h\] is cumulated wall clock time, timeouts count as 900 s. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {threshold}_{\text {abstr}}\,{=}\,8$$\end{document}$.

**Benchmark Setup.** Solvers ran on a cluster of 12 nodes. Each node of the cluster is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPUs consisting of 12 physical cores each at 2.2 GHz clock speed, 256 GB RAM. For dpdb and nestHDB, we used Postgres 12 on a tmpfs-ramdisk (/tmp) that could grow up to at most 1 GB per run. Results were gathered on Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS machines with disabled hyperthreading on kernel 4.4.0-139. We mainly compare total wall clock time and number of timeouts. For parallel solvers (dpdb, countAntom, nestHDB) we allow 12 physical cores. Timeout is 900 s and RAM is limited to 16 GB per instance and solver. Results for gpusat2 are taken from \[[@CR24]\].

**Benchmark Results.** The results for [\#Sat]{.smallcaps} showing the best 14 solvers are summarized in the cactus plot of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Overall it shows nestHDB among the best solvers, solving 1,273 instances. The reason for this is, compared to dpdb, that nestHDB can solve instances using TDs of primal graphs of widths larger than 44, up to width 266. This limit is even slightly larger than the width of 264 that sharpSAT on its own can handle. We also tried using minic2d instead of sharpSAT as standard solver for solvers nestHDB and nestHDB(sc), but we could only solve one instance more. Notably, nestHDB(sc) has about the same performance as nestHDB, indicating that parallelism does not help much on the instances. Further, we observed that the employed simple cache as used in Listing 2, provides only a marginal improvement.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (left) depicts a table of results on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {\#}\exists \textsc {Sat}$$\end{document}$, where we observe that nestHDB does a good job on instances with low widths below $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {threshold}_{\text {abstr}}=8$$\end{document}$ (containing ideas of dpdb), but also on widths well above 8 (using nested DP). Notably, nestHDB is also competitive on widths well above 50. Indeed, nestHDB and nestHDB(sc) perform well on all benchmark sets, whereas on some sets the solvers projMC, clingo and ganak are faster. Overall, parallelism provides a significant improvement here, but still nestHDB(sc) shows competitive performance, which is also visualized in the cactus plot of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (right). Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows scatter plots comparing nestHDB to projMC (left) and to ganak (right). Overall, both plots show that nestHDB solves more instances, since in both cases the y-axis shows more black dots at 900 s than the x-axis. Further, the bottom left of both plots shows that there are plenty easy instances that can be solved by projMC and ganak in well below 50 s, where nestHDB needs up to 200 s. Similarly, the cactus plot given in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (right) shows that nestHDB can have some overhead compared to the three standard solvers, which is not surprising. This indicates that there is still room for improvement if, e.g., easy instances are easily detected, and if standard solvers are used for those instances. Alternatively, one could also just run a standard solver for at most 50 s and if not solved within 50 s, the heavier machinery of nested dynamic programming is invoked. Apart from these instances, Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that nestHDB solves harder instances faster, where standard solvers struggle.Fig. 6.Scatter plot of instances for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {\#}\exists \textsc {Sat}$$\end{document}$, where the x-axis shows runtime in seconds of nestHDB compared to the y-axis showing runtime of projMC (left) and of ganak (right). $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\text {threshold}_{\text {abstr}}=8$$\end{document}$.

Conclusion {#Sec8}
==========

We presented nested dynamic programming (nested DP) using different levels of abstractions, which are subsequently refined and solved recursively. This approach is complemented with hybrid solving, where (search-intense) subproblems are solved by standard solvers. We provided nested DP algorithms for problems related to Boolean satisfiability, but the idea can be easily applied for other formalisms. We implemented some of these algorithms and our benchmark results are promising. For future work, we plan deeper studies of problem-specific abstractions, in particular for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\textsc {QSat}$$\end{document}$. We want to further tune our solver parameters (e.g., thresholds, timeouts, sizes), deepen interleaving with solvers like projMC, and to use incremental solving for obtaining abstractions and evaluating nested bag formulas, where intermediate solver references are kept during dynamic programming and formulas are iteratively added and (re-)solved.

Source code, instances, and detailed results are available at: [tinyurl.com/nesthdb](https://tinyurl.com/nesthdb).

Sources: [tinyurl.com/projmc](https://tinyurl.com/projmc);[tinyurl.com/pmc-fremont-01-2020](https://tinyurl.com/pmc-fremont-01-2020).
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